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Abstract 
In this era where computer applications are becoming an essential in 

daily life, compression of data is vital. A range of algorithms for 

compression of files have been introduced and choosing the best among 

them is a vital decision. In this paper, we discuss lossless compression of 

text file using two different techniques of Variable Bit Representation – 

Word-based compression and Character-based compression. Word-based 

compression technique replaces words with bit values whereas Character-

based compression technique replaces character. In these methods, the 

repeated words/characters are represented as binary values where the 

word/character with the highest repetition count are represented with the 

lowest binary value(0) and the following word/character with the highest 

frequency(repetition count) is assigned the next value (1) and so on. These 

word/character and their equivalent bit values are saved in index table.  

These techniques are examined and then compared with each other to 

assess their effectiveness in compressing text data. This article infers which 

technique performs well for text data compression. 
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1. Introduction 

Efficient transfer and storage of data files are some of the important aspects that 

increase the performance of computer applications. Compression is one of the 

techniques that help to facilitate these requirements. Compression is the act of 

representing a file in a compact form rather than its original format leading to 

the reduction of file size. Compression can be either lossless compression or 

lossy compression. Compression of files produces a compressed file which can 

be reconstructed back to the original file. In lossless compression this 

reconstruction can be done without any loss of data whereas in lossy. 

Compression there will be some loss of data after reconstruction. Examples of 

lossless compression techniques used are Huffman Coding, Variable Bit 

Representation, and Arithmetic Encoding etc. This paper compares the two 

techniques (algorithms) of Bit Representation method to find which technique is 

best for text file compression. 

 

Figure 1: Lossless/Lossy Compression Techniques 

2. Related Works 

Nimisha E, Shyama P, Rajalakshmi V R,”A New Approach to Increase the 

Storage Efficiency of Databases Using BIT Representation” [1]. Here, the 

author proposes a lossless compression technique that uses binary values to 

represent every individual attribute in a database. The count of distinct attributes 

(n) were found and the number of bits needed to represent each of these 

attributes were calculated (using the general rule, ’with n bits- combinations can 

be represented’) and an index table was created with the unique attribute value 

and their corresponding bit values. The original table was updated with the 

corresponding bit values but the frequencies of attributes were not taken into 

consideration. Here equal numbers of bits were used to represent every distinct 

attribute values. 

Anoop R, Subhadra.G.Varma, Rajalakshmi V R, "An Effective Approach 

to Improve Storage Efficiency Using Variable Bit Representation" [2]. 

Here, the author proposed a lossless compression technique which uses binary 

values to represent every distinct attribute in a database. This concept is similar 

to Nimisha E et al [1] research work which uses a uniform-length bit 

representation but in this paper it is further improved by truncating the 

redundant leading zeroes in the binary values used during compression 
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ShrustiPorwal, Yashi Chaudhary, Jitendra Joshi, Manish Jain, “Data 

Compression Methodologies for Lossless Data and Comparison between 

Algorithms” [3]. Here, the author compared two of the lossless compression 

techniques – Huffman Coding and Arithmetic Encoding. Various performance 

measures were performed, to analyze which technique is better. The calculated 

performance measures were: compression ratio, compression speed, 

decompression speed, memory space needed, permits random access and 

compressed pattern matching. Finally, the author concludes that arithmetic 

encoding has the best compression ratio when compared to Huffman Coding 

technique. 

S.R. Kodituwakku, U.S.Amarasinghe, "Comparison of Lossless Data 

Compression Algorithms for Text Data” [4]. Here, the author performed 

comparison between different lossless compression algorithms for text data. 

They were tested on different type of files, but the main interest was on different 

test patterns. It was concluded that the Shannon Fano algorithm was the best 

among the algorithms by comparing the compression times, decompression 

times and saving percentages between the selected algorithms. 

3. Proposed Work 

The methods compared in this paper are: Word-based Bit Representation and 

Character-based Bit Representation. 

  Word-based Bit Representation 

In word-based bit representation technique, each of the repetitive words in a text 

file is assigned unique bit value. A new file is then created in which the 

repetitive words are replaced with their corresponding bit values. This file is the 

compressed form of the original file. 

 Compression Method 

Step I: Find the frequency of repetitive words in the text file. 

Step II: Find the words with count equal to or greater than 2 and sort them in 

decreasing order of their frequencies. 

Step III: Create index table and insert the repetitive words and its 

corresponding frequency. 

EXAMPLE:  INSERT INTO IndexTable (Words, Frequency) VALUES 

('"+word+"',"+count+") 

Step IV: Calculate the count of bits needed to represent each of these words. 

Step V: Generate bit values for all the words in the index table. 

Step VI: Update the table created in Step III with the bit values of each word. 

Words are sorted based on frequency (decreasing order) and bit values are 

assigned i.e. the word with the highest frequency gets the least bit value, thus 

reducing the size. 

EXAMPLE: UPDATE IndexTable SET BitValue='"+ bit_value +"' where 

Frequency = "+ frequency +" AND Words = '"+ word +"'" 
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Step VII: Create a new text file with the same content as that of the original 

file. 

Step VIII: Update this text file by replacing the repetitive words (of the original 

file) with its corresponding bit values. 

 Decompression Method 

Step I: From the index table, retrieve the words and its equivalent bit value. 

EXAMPLE: SELECT Word, BitValue FROM IndexTable 

Step II: In the compressed file, replace the bit values with its equivalent words. 

 Character-based Bit Representation 

In character-based bit representation, each of the repetitive characters (a-z, A-Z, 

special characters etc.) in a text file is assigned unique bit value. A new file is 

then created in which all the characters will be replaced with their corresponding 

bit values. This file is the compressed form of the original file. 

 Compression Method 

Step I: Find the count of every (distinct) character in the text file. 

Step II: Sort them in decreasing order of their frequencies. 

Step III: Create an index table with the characters and its corresponding 

frequency. 

EXAMPLE:  INSERT INTO CharacterIndexTable (Characters, Frequency) 

VALUES ('"+character+"',"+count+") 

Step IV: Calculate the count of bits needed to represent each of these 

characters. 

Step V: Generate bit values for all the words in the index table. 

Step VI: Update the table created in Step III with the bit values of each 

character. Characters are sorted based on frequency (decreasing order) and bit 

values are assigned i.e. the character with the highest frequency gets the lowest 

bit value. 

EXAMPLE: UPDATE CharacterIndexTable SET BitValue='"+ bit_value +"' 

where Frequency = "+ frequency +" AND Character = '"+ character +"'" 

Step VII: Create a new text file with the same content as that of the original 

file. 

Step VII: Update this text file by replacing the characters with its corresponding 

bit values. 

 Decompression Method 
Step I: From the index table, retrieve the characters and its equivalent bit value. 

EXAMPLE: SELECT Characters, BitValue FROM CharacterIndexTable 

Step II: In the compressed file, replace the bit values with its equivalent 

characters. 

4. Experiments and Results 

 Word-based Bit Representation 

This paper uses the text file “File1.txt” (Fig. 2) which has repetitive words in it 

for experimentations. 
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Figure 2: Text File – File1.txt 

Firstly, the frequency of each word in the given text file is calculated. The words 

with count greater than or equal to 2 are selected as it would require a 

significant amount of storage space. For example, in the above text file, “the” 

appears 6 times. Similarly, there are 13 words that satisfy the specified 

condition. These words are selected and are stored in a table along with their 

frequencies (Table 1). As per the general rule, with n bits there can be 

 unique value combinations. Here we have 13 unique words and we need a 

maximum of 4 bits to represent all the values. The actual bit values for these 

combinations are represented as: 0, 1, 10, 11, 100, …, 1111. 

Next, in the index table words are sorted in decreasing order of their frequencies 

and then the generated bit values are stored. The word with maximum frequency 

is given the lowest bit value. This reduces the storage space because the word 

that repeats the maximum is assigned the smallest bit value. There may be 

different words with the same frequency; in this case, the assignment is done in 

a sequential manner. The index table created for “File1.txt” is presented below 

Table 1: Database - IndexTable 

IndexTable 

Words Frequency BitValue 

the 6 0 

Lorem 5 10 

Ipsum 5 1 

of 4 11 

and 3 100 

with 2 1101 

typesetting 2 1100 

type 2 1011 

text 2 1010 

is 2 1001 

has 2 1000 

dummy 2 111 

a 2 110 

It 2 101 

In the above table, the word with the maximum frequency is “the” and it is 

given the smallest value –“0”, which is one bit. In the same way, bit values are 

assigned to the remaining words in the index table according to their frequency. 

After the index table is created, a new text file is generated with the same 

content as that of the original file. But here, the words from the index table will 
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be replaced with their equivalent bit values (Fig.3). 

 

Figure 3: Compressed Text File 

Here, the size of the original text file is4752 bits whereas the compressed file is 

of 2870 bits. 

 Character-based Bit Representation 

Firstly, the frequency of each character is obtained from the given text file 

“File1.txt” (Fig.2).For example, in this text file, the character “t” appears 44 

times. Likewise, there are 34 characters (alphanumeric and special characters) in 

the file. These characters are stored in an index table along with their 

frequencies(Table 2). As per the general rule, with n bits there can be  unique 

value combination. Here we have 34 unique words and we need a maximum of 

6 bits to represent all the values. The actual bit values for these combinations are 

represented as: 0, 1, 10, 11, 100, …, 111111. 

Now, in the index table, the characters are sorted in decreasing order of their 

frequencies and then the generated bit values are stored. The character with 

highest frequency is assigned the lowest bit value. In cases where frequencies of 

different characters are same, the assignment of bit values is done in sequential 

manner. The index table generated for the text file “File1.txt” is presented below 

Table 2: Database-CharacterIndexTable 

CharacterIndexTable 

Characters Frequency BitValue 

e 60 0 

t 44 1 

s 41 10 

n 38 11 

i 33 100 

a 29 101 

o 26 110 

r 25 111 

m 20 1000 

p 19 1001 

u 18 1010 

l 17 1011 

d 16 1100 

h 15 1101 

In the above table, the character with highest frequency - “e”, is given the 

smallest value –“0”, which is one bit. The next character with highest frequency 

- “t”, is given the next bit value “1”, “s” is given “10” and so on. 
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After the index table is created, a new text file is generated with the same 

content as that of the original file. But here, all the characters will be replaced 

with their equivalent bit values (Fig.4). 

 

Figure 4: Compressed Text File 

Here, the size of the original text file is4752 bits whereas the compressed file is 

of1520 bits. 

 

Figure 5: Bar Chart Representing the Sizes of the Original File and the  

Compressed Files 

 As these are lossless compression techniques, the contents of the file are 

compressed without any loss of data and also the storage space is decreased. 

From the bar chart (Fig.5), it can be inferred that the Character-based 

compression is the best technique for reducing the size of the file. Thus, the 

character-based compression technique helps in escalating storage efficiency 

when compared to word-based compression algorithm. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have compared the two techniques of variable bit 

representation. The major difference between the two is that the word-based 

compression does not generate bit values for all the words in the file, rather it 

generates only for words with frequency greater than 2 whereas in character-

based compression bit values are generated for all the characters. This results in 

a corresponding bit value for all the words in the file and this is the reason that 
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character-based compression is better than word-based compression technique. 

Character-based compression reduces the file size by a significant difference 

when compared to the word-based compression technique. 
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